
STRONG TILES
for the automotive industry

MADE IN GERMANY
STONEWARE / CERAMIC CLINKER / ACCESSORIES
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WORKSHOPS

Your customers first impression of your business is its appearance. What 

message does a stained, soiled, worn-out floor send?

Start strong and stay strong with a hard-wearing floor that can handle the 

oil, fluids, heavy weights, and sharp impacts of your auto shop. Easy-to-

clean ceramic tile holds up for decades under the toughest conditions.

The world’s top automakers rely on Argelith tiles to keep their service shops 

safe and spotless and have made Argelith products part of their building 

specifications.

Argelith offers heavy-duty flooring solutions for every part of your business. 

Our easy-to-clean slip-resistant floors give your workshops, washrooms, and 

showrooms a professional look that lasts.

Argelith’s classic red clinker is a timeless choice for automotive shops. Your workspace should be a reflection of your craft - rooted in tradition, with quality 

that lasts for generations. With a well-earned reputation for durability and strength, Argelith clinker has also become a favorite in fire stations and heavy 

truck facilities. 

Solid brick red clinker tiles up to 30mm are produced for the heaviest loads.

CLASSIC
The time-honoured classic
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SHOWROOMS/KERASIG

When customers walk through your showroom, their 

focus should be on the cars. An easy-to-clean tile floor 

sets off your inventory to its best advantage, with the 

durability to sustain heavy loads without cracking.

Large-format tiles in 30x30 or 40x40 cm create a 

stunning backdrop for your showroom. In the service 

shop, the heavier load demands are best met with 

smaller formats such as 10x20 or 20x20 cm.

For showrooms formats like 30 x 30 or 40 x 40 cm are 

in demand.

Argelith is known for making the hardest and thickest 

tiles in the world, but did you know Argelith tiles can 

be stylish, too? Your design will be up-to-date with the 

Dekortec series in tile sizes up to 30x30 and 40x40. 

Ask for samples!
Keep customers and employees safe with slip-resistant Argelith tiles. A surface that is textured, but not gritty, 

prevents slips while remaining easy to clean. Different levels of slip resistance are available to meet your needs 

in the workshop, car wash, or showroom.

Mark work pits and other danger zones permanently and unmistakably with the yellow-and-black striping of 

Argelith’s Kerasig safety tile.

28 cm 20 cm 14 cm

Kerasig®

Kerasig - Safety marks

Form meets function
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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Light grey          200 Titanium grey    220 Anthracite          230 Beige                300

Arkona white      310 Sand yellow       400 Cream yellow     410

Brick red          110 Blue-red flamed  150

R 12 V06R 12R 11R 10

SURFACES

Bullnose

Stair tread tile

Coved base skirtings

Internal
Corners

External 
Corners

Cora                   600 Miha                  614Grey porphyr      251Atlanta              250

*only available in the surface R10

Strip tile

Wall top coverings/
Window sill tile

Internal right angle
coved base skirtings

* Only the following accessorie tiles are also available in the colour blue-red flamed: Window sill tiles, Wall top coverings, Stair tread tiles and Strips tiles.

External right angle
coved base skirtings
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SURFACES/ACCESSORY TILES
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R11/R12R09/R10 R12 V06

Bullnose

Internal right angle
External right angle

Internal
Corner

External
Corner Coved base skirting (horizontal) Coved base skirting (vertical)

Stair tread tile
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Argelith Bodenkeramik H. Bitter GmbH
Schledehauser Str. 133•49152 Bad Essen, Germany    

Phone: +49 (0) 5472 402-0•Fax: +49 (0) 5472 402-510   
 export@argelith.com•www.argelith.com
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